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That neutrino emission processes may affect
the properties of matter at high temperatures,
and hence stellar evolution, was first pointed
out by Gamow and Schoenberg' and by Ponte-
corvo. ' We list the known important neutrino
emission processes as follows:

(i) The so-called "urea" process, in which
neutrinos are emitted by nuclear transitions. '~'~

This process depends only upon the observed
nucleon-neutrino coupling, while all those which
follow take place only with a universal Fermi
interaction.

(ii) Neutrino bremsstrahlung'~"

e + (Z, A) - e + v+ v+ (Z, A).

(iii) The photoneutrino or neutrino Compton
effect4:

y+e -8 +V+V.

We add two new processes, which are the sub-
ject matter of this note':

(iv) Pair -annihilation neutrinos:

+e +e -V+V.

(v) Photon-photon neutrinos:

1. P+P ~ v+ v~

2. P +g ~P + V + V.

The energy lost from finite regions due to
processes (i), (ii), and (iii) is not important for
temperatures below 10" K. For most densities,
and for temperatures around 10"K, processes
(iv) and (v) are considerably more rapid.

These last two processes involve direct neu-
trino emission from black-body radiation itself,
mediated either by virtual electron-positron
pairs or by the real pairs present in thermal
equilibrium. In spite of the more complex graphs
which describe processes (v), they reach im-
portance comparable with the simple process
(iv) since the available energy in the center-of-
mass system is typically higher, at least in the
region of kT/mc'«1. The graphs for these
processes are shown in Fig. 1; process (v, 1)
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for the processes con-
sidered here.

requires renormalization before it can be inter-
preted. An estimate of process (v, 2) confirms
the idea that it contributes to the energy loss
rate about like process (iv) even though it is
proportional to an additional three powers of
1/13 V.

Only the simple process (iv), with its unique
Feynman diagram, has been calculated exactly.
The transition amplitude is proportional to
(Pe)(ev) as in the theory of Feynman and Gell-
Mann, ' from which we take the Fermi coupling
constant, G. Calculation of the cross section
for the pair process in the center-of-mass sys-
tem is elementary, and gives

g. =1.5x10 "(c/v )(E '-1) cm',
iv rel T

1
exp[-p cosh8jcosh28d8

=~,(p)ip (2)

where F.~ is the total c.m. energy in units of
m, c', and vrel is the relative velocity in the c.m.
system. The number of electron pairs present
at equilibrium is well known. In the pure vacuum
radiation field, where the initial proper mass
density is zero, the positron density becomes

n v =(1/w')(I/mac) Sf(P), P =(moc2/kT) (1)

and

f (P) = exp[-P(1+x')~']x'dx
W p
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K,(P) is the modified Hankel function of second
order. ' The presence of nondegenerate matter
expresses the density of positrons present at
equilibrium, but does not affect the rate of pro-
duction of positrons. The energy loss, however,
depends only upon the production rate (and the
equal annihilation rate), and is therefore inde-
pendent of matter density, until degeneracy be-
gins to affect the production of positron-electron
pairs. For the nondegenerate case, then, the
electron density does not matter; in the degen-
erate case, if also n»n, we have

n =n exp(-8 /kT);
(d) v

Eg is the electron Fermi energy, including
woe

Note that

(1+~')&(1+x')"'&x.

We find the approximations to (2):

p
00

f (P) =e ~ exp [-~'tl]x'dx
0

= (,'Kp)(2/p) e, P» 1,
3/2

f,(p) =
tI

exp[-xp]x'dx =2/p', p «1. (3)
+0

The rate of loss of energy density is given by the
integral

where the subscripts refer to electron and posi-
tron quantities. Making such rough estimates
as

=—moC,

the integral can be approximated. We obtain

dU-/dt = 7—.5 X10"[f(P)]' ergs/cc-sec,

(nondegenerate)

-=2.5 x10"(2/A) exp(-8 /kT)f (P),

(degenerate)

where Z and A are mean values of atomic num-
ber and atomic mass.

In stellar problems the energy loss rate is
usually expressed not in terms of unit volume,
but per gram of matter, for which the relations
above must be modified to read

& = (1/p)(dU/dt) ergs/g-sec.

We list in Table I a few values of E for various
processes of energy loss in the relevant tempera-
ture and density region. It is to be observed that
processes of type (v), so far only roughly esti-
mated, are not only independent of density but
even of degeneracy of the material. Both proc-
esses (iv) and (v) are independent of chemical
composition, apart from the effect of electron
density on degeneracy.

The thermal energy content of matter at T
=10'K is 10"ergs/gram. Therefore the relax-
ation time for cooling by neutrino loss due to
the processes we consider lies between 10' sec
and 10" sec. En any case, by the time T has
reached 2 x10"K, the relaxation time is only of
the order of 10' to 10' sec.

Temperatures of 2x10"K or more are re-
quired by the current theories of element syn-
thesis for elements beyond iron, and by the
ideas of supernova collapse. "" It seems that
neutrino-loss processes change the means by
which such temperatures may be reached, but

Table l. Rates of energy loss by neutrino emission. Energy loss in ergs/gram-second, at a density of 106
g/cc.

Temperature
( K.)

Photoneutrino
(iii)

Process

Annihilation
(iv)

Photon-photon

(approximate)
tcool
(sec)

Gx 108

1x 10~

2x 109

2.5x 10

102

1p4.2

108.8

1010.4

10"
107e4

10ii.6

1pi2.8

10"

10ii

1pi2

1Pi3

1PS

10'

104

aIn the last column is entered the relaxation time in seconds for losing the full thermal energy content of the
material by neutrino emission.
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do not modify their effects.
The matter and thermal radiation in a stellar

interior will remain in thermal equilibrium in

spite of neutrino emission, provided that the
energy loss rate is low enough to permit read-
justment of the local near-equilibrium conditions.
The virial theorem relates the thermal energy
strictly to the gravitational energy while this
remains true. Neutrino loss will therefore not
result in reduced temperature but only in the con-
traction of the star, the gravitational energy
making up for the neutrinos radiated. The central
temperature will rise at a rate limited by neu-
trino emission, until the time for gravitational
readjustment-roughly measured by the free-
fall times of 1 to 100 seconds (depending on
density) -becomes longer than the character-
istic time of neutrino energy loss. Until central
temperatures of about 3 x10 K are reached, the
star which has begun to emit neutrinos will every-
where remain in a state of near equilibrium, and
show increasingly rapid gravitational contrac-
tion. This final stage of stellar evolution is
thus controlled by the consequences of the uni-
versal Fermi interaction, together with gravi-
tational effects; nuclear processes do not play
the determining role until the "phase change"
from iron to helium is reached at 5x10'-7x10"K.

In view of the high neutrino emission rate, the
first mark of supernovae might be high neutrino
flux while the surface of the star has yet shown
no sign of this sudden internal collapse. At
7 =5&10"K, the neutrino flux from such stars
will amount to 10"neutrinos of average energy
1 Mev per second. At a distance of 100 light
years, the flux is around 10"/cm'-sec. This is
detectable. " Therefore the establishment of a

neutrino monitor station in terrestial or spatial
laboratories may help us predict forthcoming
supernovae.
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